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01  —  A strategy on the rise

A STRATEGY 
ON THE RISE

Value creation addresses a major conundrum 
currently faced by investment funds. Private 
equity is booming, holding historic highs of capital 
with billions in “dry powder” ready to be invested. 
The problem? Too many competitors and not 
enough quality deals are forcing funds to bid 
investment prices up to unprofitable levels.

Many strategies have been used to increase 
value: deleveraging was 
prevalent in the 1980s, while multiple expan-
sion saw its heyday in the 90s. Today, opera-
tional improvements contribute to 48% of 
added value. 
They include:

How does a firm set itself 
apart from the crowd?

1980
 ! 90
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0

Development of new products

Geographic expansion

Improved price realization

Salesforce effectiveness

Margin expansion

That’s why the industry has created the role of 
operating partner and teams of value-creation 
professionals. These experts add value to fund 
investments through means beyond the tradition-
al prescription of leverage, low-cost capital, and 
financial engineering. 

At first glance, value creation may appear 
intuitive, but it can be challenging to implement 
effectively. These best practices can guide 
investment firms toward choosing the right 
value creation model, hiring the right people, 
and giving them the right roles to maximize 
returns for portfolio companies, firms, and 
investors alike.
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VALUE CREATION: 
WHAT IT IS, 
AND WHY IT WORKS

Value creation, also called portfolio operations, functions 
on a single guiding principle:

the more involved in its portfolios 
an  investment firm is, the greater 
its returns. 

The theory was proven by a comprehensive 2004 
study. Researchers analyzed 221 VC & PE funds 
investing in more than 5,000 firms in 39 countries 
over thirty years. They found that when investment 
executives were assigned to fewer portfolio 
companies, funds had higher realized IRRs. In 
short, the more resources and time executives 
could dedicate to their portfolio businesses, the 
better. 

The study concluded that involvement in portfolio 
companies increases returns to investment funds.

These findings hold even during economic down-
turns. A McKinsey study found that in the financial 
crisis of 2009-2013, firms with portfolio value-cre-
ation teams outperformed firms without, seeing 
average fund size drops of 19% versus 82%. They 
also raised more capital once markets had recov-
ered.
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The theory was proven by a comprehensive 2004 
study. Researchers analyzed 221 VC & PE funds 
investing in more than 5,000 firms in 39 countries 
over thirty years. They found that when investment 
executives were assigned to fewer portfolio 
companies, funds had higher realized IRRs. In 
short, the more resources and time executives 
could dedicate to their portfolio businesses, the 
better. 

The study concluded that involvement in portfolio 
companies increases returns to investment funds.

These findings hold even during economic down-
turns. A McKinsey study found that in the financial 
crisis of 2009-2013, firms with portfolio value-cre-
ation teams outperformed firms without, seeing 
average fund size drops of 19% versus 82%. They 
also raised more capital once markets had recov-
ered.

In addition to high investor involvement 
leading to higher returns, firms with
portfolio value-creation teams
outperformed in the last crisis.



THE MANY ROLES 
OF A VALUE 
CREATION TEAM

04  —  The many roles of a value creation team

The first step in implementing a 
value creation team is determining 
its roles at the firm. A firm’s 
involvement with its portfolio 
businesses can vary greatly, 
ranging from silent partner to 
owner/operator. Additionally, a firm 
may choose to hire external 
consultants if it doesn’t want to 
build a salaried in-house team. 

Members of a value 
creation team typically 
take on one of four 
major industry roles. 

Operating partner

This member often assumes the role of an Active Chairman at a portfo-
lio company, spending substantial amounts of time on-site. Involved 
throughout the investment lifecycle, his or her participation in the 
pre-signing due diligence phase builds strong relationships with the 
investment team from the get-go.

Principal advisor

The principal advisor sits on the portfolio company’s board and reports 
to the operating partner. While not involved in day-to-day operations, 
they leverage their corporate background and deep expertise in the 
portfolio company’s industry to manage consultants.

Internal consultant

This team member supports the Operating Partner and works closely 
with multiple individual portfolio companies. They draw on management 
consulting and function-specific experience (e.g., purchasing, manufac-
turing, IT, or marketing) to provide analytic insight, strategic guidance, 
and support in execution. A full-time firm employee, they rotate across 
portfolio companies on a by-project basis, typically getting involved in 
the post-acquisition phase.

External consultant

For firms without an in-house value creation team, an external consul-
tant can design and help implement specific value creation projects. 
They’re incentivized on a fee basis, sometimes paid by the fund, but 
usually paid by the portfolio companies. The latter maintains the final 
say over the consultant’s work unless contractually specified otherwise.
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VALUE CREATION: 
WHO TO HIRE 
AND WHY

What sort of people should a firm hire to take on these roles? A value creation 
team typically includes industry experts, functional experts, and generalists. 
They each bring unique strengths—and weaknesses—to the table.

Hiring former senior executives—typically CEOs, CFOs, and high-level general managers—allows a firm to leverage these team members’ 
extensive networks, experience, and industry expertise. However, conflicts of governance may exist between portfolio company CEOs and 
former senior executives. Moreover, lack of scale and similar deals may make hiring an in-house industry expert unfeasible.

This team member brings their expertise in specific functional capabilities to the firm. They’re usually former executives, consultants, accoun-
tants, or lawyers with in-depth knowledge of an area such as procurement, sales and marketing, or lean manufacturing. Functional experts are 
most effective at firms with a critical mass of portfolio companies requiring similar functional improvement programs. Functional experts excel 
at executing specific projects and jumping between portfolio companies. However, they may lack an integrated vision of the portfolio, and their 
expertise may start to age after several years away from their industry. For this reason, it may be wiser to rely on external functional experts, 
ensuring that their capabilities remain state-of-the-art.

INDUSTRY EXPERTS/FORMER EXECUTIVES

FUNCTIONAL EXPERTS

GENERALISTS

Generalists are consultants without functional expertise but who often have several years of industry experience. Using generalists as value 
creators involves assigning an in-house operating partner to each portfolio company. The partner is accountable for and therefore incentivized 
to look after the assignment. As generalists are accustomed to quickly adapting to new industries, their expertise does not age. However, their 
lack of industry know-how may reduce their value to a firm, as they’ll require high-level involvement to become fully conversant in the portfolio 
company’s field.



Level of sector focus
The fewer sectors a firm works with, the more valuable 
industry experts become.

Geographic spread of investments
Firms with a wide geographical presence should consider 
the complexity of the industry expert model.

Performance of portfolio companies
Distressed portfolio companies require a more hands-on approach 
and should not be the focus of your value creation efforts to maximize 
return.

Management team strengths
Where does a portfolio business shine? In what areas does it need to 
improve?

 
Risk and complexity of investments
Buying stable businesses? An in-house value creation team might not 
be necessary unless the investor’s goal is to significantly alter the 
company’s growth trajectory.

Fund size
Small firms may benefit more greatly from external consultants rather 
than expensive in-house value creation teams.

Culture
The investment team may be hesitant to leave space for the value 
creation team. To foster alignment between the two teams, the most 
successful investment funds use compensation as a fundamental 
lever. The salary structure includes both basic and variable compensa-
tion, the latter based on the investment fund’s performance.

STRUCTURING 
A VALUE 
CREATION TEAM

06  —  Structuring a value creation team

Generalists are consultants without functional expertise but who often have several years of industry experience. Using generalists as value 
creators involves assigning an in-house operating partner to each portfolio company. The partner is accountable for and therefore incentivized 
to look after the assignment. As generalists are accustomed to quickly adapting to new industries, their expertise does not age. However, their 
lack of industry know-how may reduce their value to a firm, as they’ll require high-level involvement to become fully conversant in the portfolio 
company’s field.

How can a firm determine the best possible 
structure for its value creation team? 
No single model guarantees success. 
However, considering these 7 factors 
can help facilitate the decision.
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WHEN SHOULD THE 
VALUE CREATION 
TEAM STEP IN?

Much of a value-creation team’s functionality at a portfolio company is deter-
mined by the stage at which they become involved in the investment lifecycle. 
There are three main possible approaches to involvement:

 

Involve operating partners only after the investment
 

MODEL 1

 

MODEL 2

Involve operating partners prior to the investment.

Specific operating partner expertise can be leveraged
during the due diligence phase  

 

MODEL 3

A hybrid version

Involve operating partnerswhen the deal has reached 
a certain degree of certainty  (ex:secured financing)

APPROACHES

MAIN
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A few guiding rules determine the stage at which value creation professionals 
should become involved with a new portfolio company.

030201 04
Their role pre-investment 
depends on the size of the 
team.

Their involvement in the 
due diligence process 
varies from firm to firm.

They are sometimes 
involved in the investment 
committee and have a say 
in the final decision 
process—especially when 
operational issues can 
make or break the deal.

They are not usually involved 
in negotiations.

In general, the optimal time to involve an in-house 
value creation team is during pre-closing and in the 
first 3-12 months after closing. 

This approach allows them to build a good value 
creation plan and identify key deliverables and 
milestones.



COMMON 
CHALLENGES
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Implementing a value creation team at a firm 
brings its own set of challenges. Thankfully, the 
most frequent issues can be resolved or avoided 
altogether through clearly defined roles and open 
communication.

Lack of alignment between the 
investment and value creation teams

Solution

Solution

Solution

A difficult transition from a pure investment 
team to an investment/value creation team

Lack of alignment between portfolio 
management and the value creation teamCHALLENGE #02

CHALLENGE #03

CHALLENGE #01

! Clearly define roles during each stage of the deal
! Determined desired interactions between teams

! Pre-determine the roles of the operator and 
   deal team throughout the holding period
! Hire highly competent operating partners 
   who fit the firm’s culture

! A well-designed incentive structure
! Involve and monitor both parties at board meetings 
! Operators should be diplomatic, acting as 
   “senior consultants”
! Efficient, trust-based communication
! Data-driven decision-making 
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MAKE YOUR VALUE 
CREATION TEAM 
A SUCCESS

With these best practices, 
a value creation team can 
increase the profitability 
of a firm’s investments and 
generate more revenue across 
the board.

Moreover, the team scales the firm’s efforts to create value within its 
portfolio businesses. It can do so by:

! Centralizing portfolio data and benchmarking
! Measuring the progression of the investment thesis, thus enhancing 
   decision-making
! Improving alignment between shareholders, board members, and management
! Increasing velocity of investment thesis execution
! Creating scalable value-added programs 

However, to realize these benefits, a value creation team must be implemented 
effectively. The level of influence a firm chooses to exert on its portfolio companies varies 
widely—no single solution guarantees success. For that reason, it is critical 
to thoroughly assess which approach will yield the best results.

A firm can ensure the success of its value creation team by:

! Determining what sort of team will most benefit the firm
! Hiring the right experts who fit the firm’s culture
! Deciding at what stage of the deal timeline to involve the team
! Defining roles clearly and encouraging open communication between teams

Unquestionably, a value creation team can be one of an investment firm’s greatest 
assets. It increases IRR by strengthening multiple aspects of a firm’s activities, 
including sourcing, qualification, and closing ratio. 
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